First day of snow fall in Tsukuba (Nur-adib Maspo, MJIIT)

It has been almost 6 months living in Tsukuba. Monday 22th January 2018 was the first day of snow fall and it was my fist time experience. I was so excited, some students played snow by throwing the snow flakes and I could see snow man in every corner of the university.

As I heard from students who live here for several years, this year is the most snow fall occurred as compared to the past 3 years. Therefore, I felt that I am so lucky to be here this time. The most enjoyable moment of living at University of Tsukuba is to experience different seasons that gives different feeling and outlook such as summer, autumn and winter. Alas, the only season I will miss is spring but I hope to be here again for another time.

First day of snow fall in campus, it was cloudy for the whole day.

Snowman in front of University’s Central Library, this is second day. Weather’s fine, the sun has shown up.